
Motivation:Motivation:Motivation:Motivation:
•Average age of the population in developed countries increase. 
•Statistical analysis - today in USA people over 60 represent 19 % of 

population, in Europe 23 % in Slovenia 21.6 % of population. 
•Eurostat's population projections - till year 2050 the number of citizens 

in Slovenia will decreased by approximately 5 %, a third (31.1 
%) of the population will be aged 60 years or more. 
•United Nations data - 75.4 % of economic developed countries 

population lives in urban areas.

All are participants of road traffic (also elderly), especially All are participants of road traffic (also elderly), especially All are participants of road traffic (also elderly), especially All are participants of road traffic (also elderly), especially in city in city in city in city 
traffic as pedestrian, cyclist or driver.traffic as pedestrian, cyclist or driver.traffic as pedestrian, cyclist or driver.traffic as pedestrian, cyclist or driver.

WHAT ABOUT THEIR TRAFFIC SAFETY?WHAT ABOUT THEIR TRAFFIC SAFETY?WHAT ABOUT THEIR TRAFFIC SAFETY?WHAT ABOUT THEIR TRAFFIC SAFETY?



� Results of past researches concerning the behavior of different 
population age groups, and safety of elderly participants in road traffic 
show:

problem of older road participants safety is not negligible even
today, while its importance will rise in future. 

� Older people are more compromised in traffic, especially as pedestrians 
and cyclists. With age the number of fatalities increases, also more often 
they cause the traffic accident.

Number of traffic accidents caused by elderly people increase, 
their sequence  is higher then accidents, caused by young or middle-

aged people. 
Proportion of injuries and fatalities per number of accidents is higher.

The infrastructure impact is very important. 
Older traffic participants should feel safety what we should have in 
mind to assure their involvement in traffic in way that consequently 

lower the possibility of traffic accidents.  



Elderly traffic participants  - characteristics:

Mainly changes connected to age and important for safe integration in 
traffic:

• behavior changes (habits, age adoption, weakening the physical and 
mental abilities, compensation of sensory and abilities),

• reducing of visual and hearing functions (sensitivity to colour and light, 
failing of eyesight, balance problems),

• illnesses,

• decrease of psycho-motoric abilities (30 % longer reaction time compare 
to young drivers, deterioration in coordination).

With time, they are aware of own reduced abilities. 

According to that, their travel behavior change. 



Elderly traffic participants  - travel behavior:

Most of them are daily participant in road traffic.
If it is possible, they choose settled routes for travelling, what mostly provide 

specific travel behavior - repeated daily migrations.
Rarely travel out of “domestic area” (cities … intersection problem).
Mostly the length of route is short.
In average as drivers annually make 5000 kilometers.
Every infrastructure change (new road, intersection, traffic management 

measure, traffic signalization, ..) could cause disorder.
They are not "looking for" dangerous situations, their defense behavior 

cause traffic situations in which other traffic participants react un-proper.

In the moment, collection of many environmental information (infrastructure, 
traffic situation), appropriate decisions, coordinated own movements and 
carrying out a safe maneuver is necessary. 

Such behavior the other drivers cause unexpected situation 
and increases the possibilities of traffic accidents especially in 
the cities in non traffic lighted road intersections. 



Elderly traffic participants  - driving characteristics:
� Their driving speed is slower.
� The space left between them and the vehicle in front is greater.
� The running position in the lane is more to the right.
� A tendency to drive in the outer line is common.
� Positioning on the curve section is more unstable

Elderly drivers tend to provoke accidents at intersections. 
They cannot properly act where more complex information handling, 
more appropriate judgment are required than in any other place.
The amount of information to be recognized and analyzed for a left turn 
is greater than in case of other maneuvers.
Intersections with unusual shapes could easily cause more pressure to 
old drivers. Mostly, driving speed is reduced and movement 
“inconvenience”.



Research:
Limitation – according to travel behavior - urban road network, road 
intersections

Steps:
� Conducting a study among elderly drivers in this cities to collect opinion 

about:
� safety assessments for three intersection types 
� main cause for safe/unsafe intersection type. 

� Traffic accidents data analysis – from two Slovenian cities (large -
250000 inhabitants, and middle size – 50000 inhabitants), including only 
drivers. 
Input data: date and time of accident, injury level, age, road type, road 
stationing, accident cause, accident description, road and environment 
condition.

� On situ investigations of all accident spots.
Researching the relations between road infrastructure 
elements and traffic accidents (driver behavior) with focus 
on pre-crash phase



Safety assesment opinion:
Questionaire – purpose: how safe elderly traffic participants feel 

themselves in different types of intersections. 
Sample – 250 random chosen elderly traffic participants both genders in 

large and middle-size city. More than 56% of inquiries participate in 
traffic every day, 34% few times per week. 

95.3 % are active drivers and from this group 38 % drive more than 10000 
kilometres per year. 89 % of inquiries are involved in traffic as 
pedestrians, 70 % as motorcyclists and approximately 30 % as cyclist 
(different modes of traffic participation not eliminated each other). 

Nearly 30% already have been involved in traffic accident (50 % as drivers, 
6.6 % cyclists, 13.2 % pedestrians and 30.2 % as passengers). More 
than 63% of this accidents happened in intersections. 

drivers with more than 10000 km/year          drivers with less than 10000 km/year

Intersection type “very safe” “safe” “unsafe”

traffic lighted 46,74% 50,00% 3,26%

one-lane 

roundabout
50,00% 45,65% 4,35%

two-lane 

roundabout
28,26% 52,17% 19,57%

Intersection type “very safe” “safe” “unsafe”

traffic lighted 21,71% 68,42% 9,87%

one-lane 

roundabout
19,08% 63,16% 17,76%

two-lane 

roundabout
7,24% 51,32% 41,45%



Main cause for safe/unsafe intersection type:
By opinion most safe is one-lane roundabout and traffic-lighted intersection, 

most unsafe is non-lighted intersection.
Analyzing the reasons for feel unsafe in non-lighted intersection, it is find 

out:
� priority enforcing,
� poor visibility,
� inappropriate traffic signalization,
� ignoring of regulations and rules,
� traffic jams.       
Most frequent reasons for feel safe in one-lane roundabouts are:
� continuous and easily control traffic,
� simple and safe integration into circulatory traffic flow,
� there is no priority enforcing in circulatory traffic,
� good visibility.

The traffic lighted intersections are safe because of:
� driving rules are well known, 
� most easily integration into the traffic at intersection area
� we are used to that type of intersection.



Traffic data analyzis:

Involvement of older drivers in traffic accidents in time period 2010-2011

Accident data by the role played in accident



Between all participant modes involved in traffic accidents, number of car 
drivers is the highest. The “traffic unsafe” reason of older traffic 
participants it is reasonable to analyze with identification of traffic accident 
location in correlation to infrastructure characteristics.
It is proved, according to older drivers travel behaviour that traffic 
accidents mostly happened in urban areas. Directly, locations of traffic 
unsafe traffic situations are connected with road intersections, above all, 
non-lighted..

Relative riskiness of older drivers can be define as:

Ai - number of accidents caused by driver type i (younger Y, older O)
Mi - vehicle kilometres travelled of driver type i. 

Thus relative riskiness measures how much likelier or less likely older 
drivers are than younger drivers to cause an accident per vehicle 
kilometre driven. 

Relative exposure could be define as:



On-situ investigation:
Inspection of traffic accidents (elderly participant involved) spots . 
Input data: date and time of accident, injury level, role of accident 

participant, age, road type, road stationing, accident cause, accident 
description and road and environment condition. 

Road infrastructure elements, signalization, visibility, traffic conditions and 
structure were investigate. 

Main purpose - to find in different accident spots the similarity of 
infrastructure elements, potentially caused the inappropriate behavior of 
older drivers. 

Foundings:
� Most accidents happened in non-lighted intersections, 
� in day-time, under good weather condition, on traffic peak hours. 
� Middle size city - the number of accidents in urban roads is a bit higher 

than on highways and rural roads. 
� Large size city - the number of accidents on urban roads is 

nine times higher than on rural roads and lower on highways 
than in middle size city. 

� In both cities the main cause for traffic accident is wrong 
maneuver and sight distance.



Accident spot: high speed in main roads –

dangerous maneuver of inclusion/exclusion 

to/from main traffic flow 

Accident spot: inadequate visibility, high 

speed in main roads – dangerous maneuver 

of inclusion to main traffic flow

Accident spots: inadequate visibility angle, 

connection to main road in curve (combine 

with high speed in main road)



Problems in non-lighted intersections:
� Inadequate visibility angle with regard to speed limit in main road 

(visibility, reaction time – underestimated gap).
� Incomprehensible or  too many traffic signs (visibility, inability to accept 

all information, reaction time).
� Connection to main road in curve (visibility, reaction time –

underestimated gap).
� Visibility – lighting (vision, transparency, recognition). 
Problems in multilane intersections:
� High speed in main road  - older driver’s reaction time is longer, due to 

reduced motorical abilities the maneuver of inclusion to the main road or 
turning left to minor road became dangerous specially in peak hours 
when traffic density is high (underestimated gap, reaction time, vision). 

� Infrastructure, signalization and guidance of cyclists and pedestrians in 
intersection area (reaction time, visibility angle, vision). 



Actions could be made:
� Appropriate interventions might readily identify right-of-way and the gap 

is appropriate for making a maneuver,
� Larger cues at stop-controled intersections,
� Protected left-turns on signalizated intersections (left-turn light/arrow 

only),
� Geometric design could provide incrised sight lines (allow more time to 

process information and react appropriately).
Conclude infrastructure measures:

� Prevent search behavior
� Make road categories recognisable
� Limited number of standard traffic solutions
� Prevent conflicts with crossing traffic
� Separate traffic categories
� Reduce speed at sites of potential conflict
� Prevent obstacles along the carriageway.



Additional research:
� Collecting data from other Slovene cities (travel behavior and 

characteristics differ)
� Including the elderly pedestrian traffic safety in research (police data for 

year 2013 shows increased number of accidents with elderly persons 
death –on pedestrian crossing)  

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


